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> 0 ; (6)
that is :
1 + A < 0 : (7)
To proceed further we need the free photon propagator











































Now, as in the GNM, we invoke the large N argument.
That is we let N ! 1 keeping g
2
N nite. Then the
only O(N
 0
) contributions come from the fermion loops.
Since there will be an ultraviolet innity that will arise





the innity will be gotten rid of by renormalizing
A. A simple calculation using dimensional analysis and







































































Clearly the propagator (10) has tachyonic poles and
following the commonwisdom there should be two mean-
ings for this. Either the theory does not make sense at
all or we are simply expanding about the wrong vacuum.
We will now show that the latter is the case. To study





study the theory around a constant 
cl
background eld.
The procedure is exactly the same as in the GNM [2, 4].


























Where we have introduced the non-zero subtraction
eld strength 
0





) =  (1 + A) > 0. Since to the order we
are working at there is no wave function renormalization














V = 0 : (15)
From here we nd
~




The potential (14) has two minima that are images of
























This signals the spontaneous breaking of S and conse-







This mass being a physical quantity obeys the same
renormalization group equation as the eective potential.
We can now compute the photon propagator in the bro-
ken symmetry phase of the theory. The renormalization































Thus we have to calculate the loop with a non-zero
fermion mass and we subtract at zero momentum. The
above condition yields  = g
0
and we get the propagator













































We see that now there is a physical pole that appears
at the threshold 4M
2
f
and the tachyon has disappeared.
3This completes the full correspondence to the GNM be-
cause the 4-fermi amplitudes will come to be exactly the


























III. TURNING ON THE MINIMAL COUPLING
It is better to study the theory with the minimal cou-
pling turned on (that is now the fermion has charge) in
the unbroken phase to get a better feeling about the SSB.
When e 6= 0 there is another diagram that contributes to



















Here we again resort to large N argument. That is we
let N ! 1 keeping e
2
N nite. As we did before sum-





























































= 0 : (26)
It can be shown that the tachyons exist for all values of
e and g. So we see that ignoring the minimal term before
SSB is veried since this interaction term does not make
the situation any better.
We now turn back to the broken phase. In this situ-
ation the contribution from the minimal coupling term
changes due to the nite fermion mass. The full inter-

















































G(z) + F (z)
: (29)






























































= 0 is spurious and should not show in the
physical scattering amplitudes. Thus we see that the
pole that was at the threshold in the absence of the min-
imal coupling moves toward q
2
= 0. A further excursion
in this direction denes a critical point where the pole
appears at q
2










The theory is tachyon free.
IV. THE ANOMALY
The careful reader might have already noticed that ig-
noring the anomaly term at the beginning as an explicit
symmetry breaking term might not be plausible since
,in principle, we are working with an innite number of
fermion elds. The discrete symmetry 	 ! 
5
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Here =2 is the angle we should use to cast the discrete
chiral transformation in S as part of an axial U (1) sym-
metry. Now, we cannot demand the term above to be
nite if we keep e
2
N nite using the large N argument.
This diÆculty can be remedied however by enriching the
avor structure of the theory. If we have a avor struc-















This sum can be made nite and smaller (even in the
case of innte number of \total" fermion elds) than M
F
by a suitable choice of the parameters. Obviously the
SSB part will remain uneected by this and the results
of the previous sections will still hold.
4V. CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that it is possible to achieve
Gross-Neveu model from gauge elds only. In the limit
where the fermion charge vanishes exactly the correspon-
dace with the Gross-Neveu model is one-to-one. That is
there is spontaneous breaking of a discrete chiral symme-
try and dynamical mass generation. We argued that the
turning on of electric charge and consequently the explicit
breaking of the mentioned symmetry by the anomaly can
be controlled by extending the avor structure of the the-
ory. Then, it is possible to treat the anomaly term as a
perturbing explicit symmetry breaking term and we see
that the fermion-antifermion bound state mass is lowered
by an amount proportional to the ratio of the two scales
of symmetry breaking.
It would be interesting to test the conclusions about
the model proposed in this brief report on the lattice. A
joint eort on this is in progress [5].
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